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March meeting 
We still blame the human!



7 recommendations for safer systems
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1) Demand that ‘AV+driver’ a safer than ‘driver’ only

2) Support should feel like support and not like automation

3) Do not count on ‘instructions’: Informing the driver only holds limited results

4) Automation should only be offered if reliable for an extensive period of time 
5) Demand predictable behaviour of the vehicle and blend in with traffic and pedestrians

6) Consider revision of traffic rules and investigate how AVs could break traffic rules in order 
to improve road safety

7) WP1 could set boundaries for Ethical Goal Functions for AI for AVs
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Recommendation 1:
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Demand that ‘AV+driver’ is as safe as ‘driver’ only

- Minimal requirement: as safe as… 

- New metrodology + rolling benchmark

- Road user category 1 versus Road user category 2?
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Recommendation 3:
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Do not count on ‘instructions’: Informing the driver only holds limited results
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- Problems in organisation and number of functions

- Minimal effect when instructed

- People are still held responsible



Recommendation 6 (4 of ethics report):
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“Consider revision of traffic rules to promote safety of CAVs and investigate exceptions
to comply with existing traffic rules by CAVs” *

- Current traffic rules are no end in themselves
- Reconsider current traffic rules – law is made for human beings
- In case of non-compliance: 

explain why and possibly leave it to justice system for justification

* Reed, Leiman, Palade, Martens & Kester (in press, 2021). Ethics of automated vehicles: Breaking
traffic rules for road safety. Ethics and Information Technology.
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